Abstract. This paper presents a learning approach for a humanoid to reach objects in its environment. Instead of assuming that the exact forward kinematics of the mm is given, we address the reaching problem by first learning forward kinematics with a RBFN through autonomously gathered training samples. The learnt forward model is subsequently used to construct Jacobian matrices to incrementally generate straight reaching trajectory exhibited by humans. We show that if the learning parameters are set appropriately, a RBFN trained on a small number of samples corrupted by perception noise can still lead to high reaching accuracy. The size of the training set can be further reduced without severe performance degradation if limited visual feedback is used to aid reaching after the end effector has been moved into the neighborhood of the desired object.
Introduction
Most robotic literature dealing with the reaching problem focuses almost exclusively on the aspect of inverse kinematics. A large number of solutions t o inverse kinematics are based on the Resolved Motion Rate Control (RMRC) proposed by Whitney and its extension proposed by Liegeois, both of which require the exact form of forward kinematics for the computation of local Jacobian matrices.lq2 Such requirement does not present a probIem to a robotic arm because the exact form of forward kinematics can be derived from its design specification.
However, for B biological system, such as human, the parameters of the arm are not readily available and change gradually over the developmental course. Human infants typically start goal-directed reaches around 4 to 5 months of age. Adultlevel reaching proficiency can not be achieved until they are 3 years old.3 Suggested models of how to learn reaching without prior knowledge of the arm parameters can be grouped into two categories. Models of both categories require a series of random arm movements to be performed beforehand to build up a training set. Models in the first category attempt to learn inverse kinematics directly without building a forward r n~d e l .~>~ After the learning is completed, each reachable position is mapped into a fixed joint configuration. Such approach is usually complicated by the fact that inverse kinematics is a onetemany mapping, which can include multiple solution branches. 6 Special caution must be taken to ensure the accuracy of the learnt inverse model and to minimize the switchings among different solution branches during the run-time.
Models in the second category use the training set to build a forward model and then use this forward model to solve the inverse kinematics p r~b l e m .~?~ Such approach is inspired by the adaptive control theory that usually requires the identification of the underlying system before the actual contr01.~ 0-7803-8863-1/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE 93 Humanoids 2004 We have adopted this indirect learning approach t o study the reaching probIem. First a RBFN is used to approximate forward kinematics of the arm from a training set consisting of random samples. After the RBFN is trained, local Jacobian matrices are generated through differentiation of the radial basis functions in its hidden layer. In this way, the existing highly efficient and flexible solutions to inverse kinematics based on RMRC and its extension can be exploited to generate reaching trajectory. On the contrary to the previous studies we include a detailed description of parameter tuning process for the RBFN training and discuss how t o deal with perception noise in the training data. We show that with optimized parameters, high reaching accuracy can be achieved with a very small training set even if only proprioceptive feedback is available during the reaching movement. The size of the training set can be further reduced if we allow a onetime visual feedback to aid reaching after the end effectar has been moved into the neighborhood of the desired object .
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the hardware and software platform of our humanoid robot Nico and the system structure for learning reaching. Section 3 characterizes our approach to forward kinematics learning and describes our solution to inverse kinematics. Section 4 presents the parameter tuning process for forward kinematics learning and the simulation results regarding to the reaching accuracy. Section 5 presents the results of the experiments carried out on Nico. The paper is concluded with a discussion.
Experiment Setting

Hardware and softwaz platform of Nico
Nico is an upper torso humanoid robot modelled after the body dimensions of a oneyear old. Its mechanical structure has been designed by the authors over the course of last two years. Currently it has a seven-DOF head, a six-DOF arm and and a oneDOF waist. The other arm and additional two DOFs in the waist will be added into the existing structure very soon. Four of the seven DOFs in the head are neck joints for the control of head orientation, which can be sensed by a %axis gyroscope mounted on the top. The vision system of Nico consists of four miniature CCD videocameras divided into two sets, one for each eye. In each set, there is one long focal length camera for fovial vision, one short focal length camera for peripheral vision. The six-DOF arm with a total length of about 300" from shoulder to wrist has a motion range similar to a one-year old. Currently, a 60" steel shaft is att.ached to the wrist plate with a q519.05mm wooden ball at the tip as the end-effector. Mechanical hand with multiple DOFs is still in the design process. Each joint of Nico is driven independently by a DC motor with an integrated high-resolution optical encoder. All motors and sensors on Nico are connected via extension cables and respective control units to a computer rack of sixteen nodes running QNX real-time operating system. Each node is connected to the rest through a lOOMbit backbone switch and a number of direct links. The software package of Nico has a modular structure. It consists of a series of modules ranging from device drivers to the ones implementing high-level cognitive functions. During the run-time, selected modules are instantiated on the same or different nodes depending on their computation requirements. Active modules can selectively communicate with one another through a common communication interface. Whether a data exchange takes place on the same node or across the network is totally transparent to an individual module.
System structure for the reaching behavior
The overaI1 system structure for learning reaching is shown in Fig. 2 . It has a stereo vision subsystem to provide the target position, a training module to construct the forward model and a reaching execution module to generate the reaching trajectory. The modules with dashed boundary with their respective data flows are instantiated only during R training session. The training module and the reaching execution module will be described in detail in the next two sections, so only the stereo vision subsystem is treated here.
The stereo vision subsystem retrieves video data from the two short focal length cameras as input. The two long focal length cameras prove t o be impractical for the stereo vision needed for the reaching behavior, because their common vision field has only a small overlap with the reachable space of the robot arm. The high radial distortions of the two short focal length cameras are corrected by their respective The prebuilt lookup tables enable aa efficient distortion correction in real time.
We currently use a resolution of 320x240 for both cameras t o avoid the interfacing problem. During a training session the frames output by the grabbers are filtered by color to identify the blob representing the finger tip. During the test sessions, the grabber outputs are fed into a filter repository module that implements a variety of filters.
An attention mod& dynamically determines the filter to be applied to the grabber outputs. A subsequent target determination module uses processed frames from the stereo cameras to output a spatia1 position. Its inputs are basically filtered frames, each of them contains at most one blob representing the finger tip. At the current stage the target determination module simply replaces each blob with its centroid and uses two corresponding centroid positions to calculate the target position to reach. Throughout all experiments described in this paper, the two eye cameras are positioned parallel to each other, so the calculation of a target position is trivial."
Forward and Inverse Kinematics
Forward Kinematics Learning
Forward kinematics is defined as a mapping F : 8 4 2, where 8 E Rn is the joint vector and z E Rm is the task space vector. It has been known in neurophysiology that the two shoulder joints and the two elbow joints move independently of the wrist joints for the most part during a reaching movement performed by human subject^.'^ It means that a reaching movement can be decoupled into first moving the hand into the vicinity of the desired object by actuating the shoulder and elbow joints and then aligning the hand to the object through the wrist joints. At the current stage, we require our robot to touch a presented object without putting any restriction on the orientation of its end effector. This requirement eliminates the need for recruiting the wrist joints, Only the two shoulder joints and the two elbow joints marked in Fig. l(B) are used. The dimensionality of the task space is reduced t o three since only the spatial position is of concern. So the final form of the forward kinematics to be learnt is simplified to F : 0 + 2 with B E R4 and
Learning the forward kinematics using visual feedback is essentially a procedure of approximating unknown function through training samples of the form (Bi,zf)+1,2,...,n, where n is the total number of training samples available.
xi,i=1,~,,..,~ contains noise introduced by the stereo vision system . Neural networks such as multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and radial basis function networks (RBFN) belong to the most commonly used tools for such function approximation tasks. We have adopted RBFN for the forward kinematics learning for a number of re+ sons. It has been shown that RBFNs with a set of basis functions that have a common form but different centers can approximate any continuous input-output mapping.14 The study of empirical risk minimization shows that the complexity of the model generated by a learning algorithm from the training data determines its generalization perf0rman~e.l~ Such complexity can be directly controlled for a RBFN through restricting the number of nodes in its hidden layer. We use the orthogonal least squares algorithm (OLS) introduced by Chen et al. to increase the size of the hidden layer gradually until the approximation error falls below a predetermined limit.16 By adjusting the predetermined limit, the sensitivity of the learnt functional form to the noise in the training data can be reduced. Unlike MLP, the linear weights between the hidden layer and the output layer of an RBFN can be determined by the linear least square method. In this way, the problem of being stuck in local minima commonly encountered in the training phase of MLP is avoided. Furthermore, it has been suggested that RBFN can be the actual learning mechanism used by biological entities for sensorimotor t r a n~f o r m a t i o n .~~~'~, '~ The training manager module shown in Fig. 2 is in chaxge of the training process. It generates one random joint vector at a time that contains for each arm joint an angle value within its limit. The joint vector is then sent to the motor dmmon to initiate the actual arm movement. After the movement, if the finger tip of the arm is detectable by both video cameras, the training manager receives its spatial position from the stereo vision subsystem. This position together with its associated joint vector forms a training sample. The whole process repeats itself autonomously until enough samples are gathered. These samples are subsequently used to train a RBFN. After the training, the resulted RBFN is saved for future use. The algorithmic description of the training procedure is summarized as followsbegin initidize Samples t {},i t 0 while i < SampleiVumberlVeeded 
Solution to Inverse Kinematics
Background
Inverse kinematics solves the opposite problem forward kinematics deals with. Instead of mapping a joint vector into a task space vector, inverse kinematics maps an m-dimensional task space vector into an n-dimensional joint vector. For a redundant manipulator with n > m, the inverse kinematics is a one-tc-many mapping. In this case, the problem becomes how to seIect one particular solution from multiple solutions. The most popular approach to this problem is to set up some criteria and find the particular solution which optimizes these criteria. The criteria to be optimized can either be global or 1ocd Global optimization is usually computationally too expensive to be calculated on-line. On the contrary, local optimization is much more flexible and computationally less expensive.
Most 
The local optimization method proposed by Liegois is highly efficient and extremely flexible. It has numerous extensions addressing problems such as singularity avoidance, obstacle avoidance and optimization of multiple criteria.20~21~22 The optimization criterion H can be changed during the run-time to satisfy different requirements during different phases of the reaching movement. To facilitate the subsequent parameter tuning and error analysis, we have adopted Eq. Eq. ( 5 ) is used to generate appropriate joint velocities over the course of the reaching movement. In our case, the joint velocities are determined by the motor controllers. Instead of doing velocity control, we use a modified form of Eq. (5) shown below to calculate the joint vectors corresponding to the vi&points and the end point of the trajectory -A0 w J#Ax. 
Parameter Tuning through Simulations
Simulation Settings
Training an RBFN with OLS has an existing implementation in Matlab cdled newrb, which together with a whole array of additional functionalities provides us with an efficient way to conduct simulations in order t o tune the associated parameters of the forward kinematics learning and evaluate its performance. All simulations follow a common scheme shown in Fig. 4 . Instead of being used to initiate actual arm movements, the randomly generated joint vectors are mapped into spatial positions of the end effector through standard homogenous transformations. The trailsformation matrices are constructed with the parameters in the design specification of the arm. The original stereo vision system is replaced by a simulated version using the parameters of the actual stereo camera system on the robot head. 
Emr ClQssijication
The errors from the motor control system and the stereo vision system prevent the learning of an exact forward model. The error of the motor control system is the residual positioning error of the underlying PID controllers. The error of the stereo vision system is the result of limited camera resolution. In our case, the latter one is dominant so that it is incorporated into the stereo vision simulation module to study its influence on the reaching accuracy. It is also referred to as StError throughout this section. The cause of StError is exemplified in Fig. 6(A) . As can be seen from this drawing, all positions in the shadowed area falls to the same pixel both on the left and on the right image plane, the stereo vision system maps all positions in this area to one common position marked by the dot. For a position x = f(8) in the reachable space, the stereo error associated with it is defined through StError(z) = s t ( s ) -5, where s t ( s ) is the output of the stereo vision system for 2 as the input. Both x and s t ( z ) are defined in the coordinate system shown in Fig. 6(B) . 
PosError(0) = j(f?)-f(O).
The local Jacobian matrix j ( S ) constructed through the RBFN is also different from its true value J(r3). However, the difference
is not a convenient measure for the Jacobian approximation error. Instead, for each 0 we assign f(0) to ztarget in the trajectory generation algorithm described in Section 3.2.2. and run a slightly different version of that algorithm with the line 17 of the original algorithm substituted with 5 ( i ) c-f(s(i)). In this way, the effect of approximated Jacobian matrices on the reaching accuracy is completely isolated from the position approximation errors because 7 is no longer used for the trajectory generation. We define the Jacobian approximation error for 0 8s JacobError(8) = j ( 0 ) -Z(n), which has the same unit as PosError.
The last error category we want to define here is the actual reaching error ReachError. This error is the compound effect of StError, PosEwor and JacobError. Both PosError and JacobError affect RemhError because f and are used for the calculation of the reaching trajectory. The direct effect of StBrrar on ReachError is caused by the position perception error of the desired object.
ReachError(B) is defined as f(Q) -i?(n). Z(n) is calculated by assigning s t ( f ( 8 ) )
to ztarget and then running the original trajectory generation algorithm.
Parameter T h i n g
Each radial basis function in the hidden layer of our RBFN can be expressed as g ( x ) = ezp(I1 x -c *0.8326/spread). x is the input vector to this function, c is the adopted center of the function g. The parameter spread controls the extent of g's influence in its neighborhood. Another parameter error-margin is used as the stop criterion for the Iearning procedure. Learning is stopped if the mean square error of the network output averaged over the dimension of the output vector falls below errormargin2. Both spread and error-margin have to be specified before the training. An additional parameter to be determined is the size of the training set (size). Setting the values of spread and goal appropriately makes it possibIe to use only a small number of training samples to achieve a high reaching accuracy. The error measures defined in Section 4.2 provide us with the criteria to determine the appropriate values for spread, error-margin and size. As can be seen from sp, e, si) , a random training set of size si is generated. A RBE" is trained on this training set with learning parameters set to (sple). A test set of 400 samples is used to measure the performance of the trained RBFN. Each test sample is a joint vector B i . The corresponding end effector position associated with each Si is within the common field of view of the stereo cameras. Calcula tion of PosError is straight forward for each Bi. We use a fixed xstart to calculate JacobError for each Bi.
The PosError averaged over the test set and all possible error-margin for each particular combination of spread and size is shown in Fig. 8(A) . The PosError averaged over the test set and all possible spread for each particular combination of errormargin and size is shown jn Fig. 8(B) . From Fig. 8(A) , it can be seen that the change of spreud has R relatively large influence on the averaged POSBTTUT when spread is small. For spread larger than 100, the change of spread no long has any noticeable influence on the averaged PosError regardless of the size of the training set. From Fig. SIB We use 110 and 3 as the optimal parameter values for spread and e r r o r m a r g i n and measure the averaged PosError against different size. The result (see Fig.  8(C) ) shows that the averaged PosError decreases dramatically at the beginning but such decrease becomes much slower for size larger than 120.
For the actual experiments carried out on Nico, the error in the training set is certainly not the same as the one used for the simulations. Uncertainties of camera calibration, uneven illumination, using centroids €or position determination all contribute to a larger StError. From Fig. 8(B) we can see that if the errormargin is set too small or too large, the resulted network will deliver an averaged PosError larger than the minimum. I t is very hard to produce curves like those in Fig. 8(B) through actual experiments. But the hidden layer size of the trained RBFN can give us the clue to select the optimal errormargin. Fig. 9(A) and 9(B) show the rehtionship of averaged PosError and hidden layer size versus errormargin for spread = 110, size = 400 and 320x240 video resolution. We can see that the optimal errormargin for PosError also corresponds to the transition point of the curve of hidden layer size. Fig. 9 (C) and 9(D) show the same reIationship, only with video resolution reduced to 160x120. Lower video resolution makes the average StError larger and also shifts the optimal error-margin t o the right. But the new optimal errormargin still corresponds t o the transition point of the curve of hidden layer size. This heuristics is used to select the optimal value of error-margin for the experiments conducted on Nico. It should be noted that we have only used PosError for parameter tuning because the curves of JacobError versus spread, errormargin and size display very similar features as those of PosError. The only differences are that the curves of JacobError is much more flat and JucobError is typically much smaller than PosError . Feedback   Fig. 10 shows the histograms of the four different error types for spread = ll0,error-margin = 3,siz.e = 120. The mean and standard deviation of ReachETror is 4.03" and 3.94" respectively. It can be observed that the JacobError caused by Jaicobian approximation is much smaller than PosError. Since the reaching trajectory is precalculated, no visual feedback is used during the reaching movement. Fig. 11(A) . . significantty more outliers. According to the trajectory generation algorithm described in Section 3.2.2., the final reaching error ReachError is caused in a large part by the error in 5 ( n -1). If we allow a one-time visual feedback at the (n-1)-th step of the trajectory generation, which essentially delivers the perceived position of the end effector at this time step, st(f(g(n -1))) instead of f ( @ n -1)) is assigned to 5 ( n -I). Since the stereo error is smaller than the position approximation error, the one-time visual feedback will improve the reaching accuracy. Simulation result shown in Fig. 11(B) confirms this conjecture. It shows the histogram of ReuchError for the same parameter setting if a one-time visual feedback is allowed. The mean and standard deviation of the new ReachError is 4.59mm and 6.34" respectively. Fig. 11 (B) is visually very close to Fig. lO(D) .
Reaching Accuracy and Visual
Experiment Results on Nico
Experiments have been carried out on Nico to test the performance of the proposed approach to the reaching problem. 120 samples are gathered before the forward kinematics learning. It takes only about 15 minutes to gather a training set of this size. spread is set to 110 as usual. Fig. 12 of a modified retractable TV antenna that aIlows flexible positioning of the object.
In a test session, the ball was put into 100 different positions for Nico t o reach. If a frontal contact took place at the end of the reaching movement, it was counted as a success. The concept of frontal contact is illustrated in Fig. 13 . A sequence of images capturing the course of one successful reach is shown in Fig. 14 . The final success rate of the test session i s 92%. Most of the unsuccessful movements happened when the ball was placed near the boundary of the reachable space of the robot. The experiments which incorporate visual feedback during the reaching movement are in preparation. Their results will be attached t,o the final version of this paper. 
Discussion
Through this paper, we have proposed a procedure of learning reaching through first learning a model of the arm forward kinematics and then using the functional form and its derivatives of the learnt model to generate reaching trajectory. An error classification scheme and the detailed parameter tuning process are included in this paper. We have shown through simulations and actual experiments that a small training set for learning of the forward model allows accurate reaching movements relying solely on proprioceptive feedback. The size of the training set can be cut back further if a one-time visual feedback is used to aid reaching when the end effector is already moved into the neighborhood of the desired object. The modular structure of the system devised and implemented to evaluate our approach can be easily extended to allow the robot t o reach for different objects in its environment according to the focus of its attention.
Interestingly, some psychological studies on human reaching behavior reveal two important features that are also present in our system. A study conducted by R.S.
Johamson et a1 shows that adults almost never explicitly look at; their hands during a reaching movement.26 Experiments by R.K. Clifton et a1 show that infants can reach glowing objects in the dark without visual feedback of their hand position. 27 Our study manifests that reaching without visual feedback is indeed possible even an approximate forward model is learnt on a small training set. A study by von Hofsten shows that the arm movements of neonatal infants consist of multipIe segments. 28 This work has been confirmed by other researcher^.^^ The multiple segments might be the results of incremental trajectory generation, which is the approach we use to solve inverse kinematics.
One natural extension to the work described in this paper is to investigate the effect of recruiting the neck and waist joints for reaching on the effectiveness of our leaning procedure. Other extensions include exploiting visual feedback to a greater extent to improve reaching accuracy. and developing object manipulation skills from reaching.
